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SAFETY NATIONAL CASUALTY CORPORATION
1832 SCHUETZ ROAD
ST. LOUIS, MO 63146
(888)995-5300
FAX (314) 995-3843
WWW.SAFETYNATIONAL.COM
ELECTRICAL EXPOSURE SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION
(Required if any payroll assigned to Electrical Light or Power Co. NOC - all employees and drivers) 
APPLICANT INFORMATION
Application Type
1.  Is any electrical power generated?
A.  Amount generated as a percentage of total consumption:      
%
B.  Power sources used:
C.  Does applicant own or maintain:
D.  Are power plants cooled by:
E.  Does applicant subcontract any of the above operations?
2.  Do employees of the applicant (check all that apply):  
3.  Does the insured have any of the following operations?  
Employee Duties    
Payroll
Number of Employees
Store Employees
$
Meter Readers
$
Administrative Staff
$
Drivers
$
Operate, Maintain or Supervision of Facilities or Equipment
$
Power Line Construction
$
Power Line Repair and Maintenance
$
Other
$
Please explain:
4.  Are electrical workers qualified and certified through experience and ongoing training?
This is NOT a binder of coverage. The application must be signed by the applicant or the applicant's representative. The applicant represents that all statements made in this application are complete and true and that all material facts have been fully disclosed.
(Please type name, title and company of submitting broker on signature line above)
Applicant's Representative Signature:
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